NEUROPTIMAL®
PERSONAL SURFACE BOOK 2 BUNDLE

THE POWER OF NEUROPTIMAL®

The new Surface Book 2 is a versatile laptop, powerful tablet, and portable studio all in one. Get more done with its four modes of use, and power professional-grade software all day with the latest quad-core Intel processor. Premium design and materials make the Surface Book 2 thin and light enough to take anywhere without sacrificing performance. Sketch, write, and erase naturally with precision ink. Plus, Surface Pen has tilt for shading and virtually no lag – just like drawing on a sheet of paper.

This bundle comes pre-loaded with the latest NeurOptimal® 3 software.

PRICING RANGES BETWEEN:
USD $8,095.00 – USD $8,795.00

AVAILABLE PLATFORMS:
SURFACE BOOK 2 15 / SURFACE BOOK 2 17

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

- State-of-the-Art fully configured NeurOptimal® Windows 10 Pro Microsoft Surface Book 2 loaded with a NeurOptimal® Personal License and 100 sessions.
- 1 Year ESET Antivirus Protection
- 1 zAmp
- 128 Micro SD Card. This Class 10 UHS-I technology allows this 128GB Kingston microSDHC memory card to boost read speeds up to 40MB/s, and write speeds as high as 10MB/s. It supports Full HD 1080p video, plus high resolution photo formats including JPG and RAW, and is ideal for storing movies for your NeurOptimal® system.
- 1 Set of Solid Silver Sensors
- 1 Set of Earbuds and 15ft extension cable
- Microsoft Surface Pen - Stylus - Bluetooth 4.0 + extra battery
- Protective Sleeve
- 2 USB Cables
- Conductive Ten20 Paste
- Getting Started Manual
- 6 Month PASS Preview

DISCOVER THE POWER OF NEUROPTIMAL®
The NeurOptimal® Personal Surface Book 2 Bundle is a unique tool for harnessing the transformative power of Dynamical Neurofeedback®.